
Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD

[Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1

is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the

most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in the Office of

Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California. Together they

all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please print name Please include contact Information; i.e. phone number or

email address
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Dear Board of Supervisors,
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all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.
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Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California. Together they

all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please print name Please include contact inforVation; i.e. phone number or
email address



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD

[Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1

is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the

most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in the Office of

Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California. Together they

all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please print name Please include contact mformatlon; I.e. phone number or

email address



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD

[Voluntary Organizations Active In Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1

is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the

most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in the Office of

Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California. Together they

all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please print name Please include contact information; i.e. phone number or

email address



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD

[Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1

is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the

most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in the Office of

Emergency Services after a disaster and Is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California. Together they

all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

"WeuieCN c\\ Lurnlpert
Please print name Please include contact information; i.e. phone number or

email address



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD

[Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1

is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the

most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in the Office of

Emergency Services after a disaster and Is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California. Together they

all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

^0-6 1
Please print name ^ Pidaif

1  / \ .

1 include contact information; i.e. phdne number or
email address \]



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD

[Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1

is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the

most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in the Office of

Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California. Together they

all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please print name Please include contact information; I.e. phone number or

email address



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD

[Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, DBS, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1

is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the

most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in the Office of

Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California. Together they

all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

/V 774 e
please print name Please include contact Informatlbh; i.e. phone number or

email address



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD

[Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current information that Is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1

is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the

most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in the Office of

Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California. Together they

all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of ail residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

SincerelyT \

vUcw
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Please print name Please include contact information; i.e. phone number or
email address



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD

[Voluntary Organizations Active In Disaster] and which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1

Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the

most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in the Office of

Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California. Together they

all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure 2 funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

"7^5 7, Yo 7—

Please print name Please include contact Information; I.e. phone number or

email address



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD

[Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroviile Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroviile evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1

is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the

most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in the Office of

Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California. Together they

all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

LdP^.2 [loi)
Please print name Please include contact Information; i.e. phone number or

email address



Dear Board of Supervisors,

1 am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The

intent of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1

Humboldt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

in 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless

assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7,

providing a free lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Orovilie Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six

Northern California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Orovilie evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24

hours with emergency and non-emergency questions, in instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can

switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive

access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get

the most current information that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and

other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our

community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are

calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-

emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a

seat in the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-

1 California. Together they ail work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation,

large or small, natural or manmade.

i am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding

for 2-1-1. It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that It can grow

and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you ail do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

(Please Print signature and add contact information; i.e., phone number or email address.)
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Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent

of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and

VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-Is who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-Is throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get.the most current information

that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&Eand other governmental and

non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to

making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an

agent 24/7to obtain the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-lHumboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those

non-emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in

the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California.

Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small,

natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for

2-1-1. It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and

continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely, /1a JpvW k! I

Please Print Signature:

S? O
.

Verification Contact Information Phone or Email: 3/Cf/



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

1 am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster, our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD. Along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they ail work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to

keep our community/homes safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact information Phone or email: " ̂



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

1 am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&Eand other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: / \/

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent

of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and

VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-Is who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-Is throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information

that is shared with 2-1-lfrom publicworks, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and othergovernmental and

non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to

making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an

agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those

non-emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in

the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California.

Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small,

natural ormanmade.

I am signing this letterof support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for

2-1-1. It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and

continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print Signature:

Venflcation Contact Information Phone or Email:

<xla.ci



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent

of the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and

VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active In Disaster] and which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-Is who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-Is throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current Information

that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and

non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to

making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an

agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact forthose

non-emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in

the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and Is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California.

Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation, large or small,

natural ormanmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for

2-1-1. It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and

continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print Signature: OJaJc'jt .
Verification Contact Information Phone or Email: ^



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent

of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and

VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active In Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-Is who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-Is throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information

that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and

non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to

making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an

agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those

non-emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in

the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California.

Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small,

natural ormanmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for

2-1-1. It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and

continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

£Rl|c-f\ TfiClC
Please Print Signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or Email:

€\/\c)Ca! (^K^Pt.OtLC



Dear Board of Supervisors,

/lca^

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent

of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and

VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-Is who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-Is throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information

that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and

non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to

making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an

agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact forthose

non-emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in

the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California.

Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small,

natural ormanmade.

I am signing this letterof support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for

2-1-1. It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and

continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

jformatlon Phone or Email:

av

Please Print Signature

Verification Contact Information Phone or Email:



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent

of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and

VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-Is who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-Is throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information

that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG8iE and other governmental and

non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to

making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an

agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those

non-emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in

the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 Caiifornia.

Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small,

natural ormanmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000request for Measure Z funding for

2-1-1. It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and

continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print Signature: *2)
Verification Contact Information Phone or Email: _ ^ ^ '
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Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding forfisca! year 2017-2018. The Intent

of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and

VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2-1-Is who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances iike this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that cailer's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information

that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&Eand other governmental and

non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These connections are important to

making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an

agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vita! information they are calling about.

•«

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those

non-emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in

the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California.

Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small,

natural ormanmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for

2-1-1. It is a valuable service to HumboIdtCounty that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow and

continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print Signature:

Verification Contact information Phone or Email: ^ / cJtjQ ̂  CO/^



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The

intent of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1

Humboldt and VOAD (Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless

assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7,

providing a free lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six

Northern California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24

hours with emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can

switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive

access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get

the most current Information that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and

other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our

community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are

calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-

emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a

seat in the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-

1 California. Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation,

large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding

for 2-1-1. It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that It can grow

and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

(Please Print signature and add contact Information; i.e., phone number or email address.)

70 7 ̂ 2-755^
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Dear Board of Supervisors;

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboidt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The

intent of the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1

Humboidt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016; 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless

assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7,

providing a free lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboidt was one of six

Northern California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Orovllle evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24

hours with emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can

switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive

access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get

the most current Information that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and

other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our

community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are

calling about.

2-1-1 Humboidt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-

emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboidt has a

seat in the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and Is chair of VOAD, aiong with being a member of 2-1-

1 California. Together they ail work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation,

large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this ietter of support and asking you to piease consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding

for 2-1-1. It Is a valuable service to Humboidt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow

and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

(Please Print signature and add cont^ Information; i.e., phone number or email address.)

fo las
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Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The

intent of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1

Humboldt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless

assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7,

providing a free lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six

Northern California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Orovllle evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24

hours with emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can

switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive

access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get

the most current information that Is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and

other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our

community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are

calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-

emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a

seat in the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-

1 California. Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation,

large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding

for 2-1-1. It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow

and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

(Please Print signature and add contact information; I.e., phone number or email address;)

je ih +lT:r03-rc 2-/2



March 23, 2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 23, 2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current Information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phbne or email:



March 23,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors/

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

Which is a valuable public safety service.

in 2016> 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in thelr database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

V

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Irrimediately and get the most current Information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental '

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:

■ Conr^



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

1 am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Orovllle evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental ,

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 23, 2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD {Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email: ^



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

1 am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current Information that Is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, P6&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:

f



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household hatus.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD {Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about,

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and Is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and.after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: T\ , v "V ' ' \

Verification Contact Information Phone or email; @ i^Vvm-uV CoY^



March 23,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

! am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current Information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling aboutT

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Cijalr of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

ftn'awa
Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 23,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work.of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is
r

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental
I

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely;

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,^

fef&r A.
Please Print signature: ^

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21, 2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current Information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD {Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency

Servicesafter a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboidt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboidt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboidt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboidt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboidt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: /f. /e«.eX

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, P6&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster, our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD. Along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to

keep our community/homes safe.

Sincer

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

in 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster, our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD. Along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to

keep our community/homes safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: ^ ^ ^
Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The

Intent of the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1

Humboldt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active In Disaster] and which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless

assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7,

providing a free lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation,. 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six

Northern California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Orovllle evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24

hours with emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can

switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive

access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get

the most current Information that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and

other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our

community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are
calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-

emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a

seat in the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and Is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-

1 California. Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation,,

large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding

for 2-1-1. It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that It can grow

and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

(Please Print signature and add contact Information; I.e., phone number or email address.)



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The

intent of the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1

Humboldt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless

assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7,

providing a free iifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six

Northern California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24

hours with emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can

switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive

access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get

the most current information that Is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and

other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our

community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are

calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-

emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a

seat in the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-

1 California. Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation,

large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding

for 2-1-1. It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow

and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

(Please Print signature and add contact information; i.e., phone number or email address.)



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The

intent of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1

Humboldt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which Is a valuable public safety service.
■"i

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless
assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7,
providing a free lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six
Northern.California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24
hours with emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California,can
switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive
access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get
the most current information that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and
other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These
connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded'with non-emergency calls and that our
community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are
calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-
emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has
a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a
seat in the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-
1 California. Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation,
large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding
for 2-1-1. It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow
and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,
(Please Print signature and add contact information; i.e., phone number or email address.)

ChflJuii^'tLbbour @ 0 rmtl . com



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The

Intent of the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1

Humboldt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless

assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7,

providing a free lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six

Northern California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Orovllle evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24

hours with emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can

switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive

access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get

the most current information that Is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and

other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our

community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are

calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-

emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a

seat in the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and Is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-

1 California. Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation,

large or small, natural or manmade. '

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding

for 2-1-1. It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that It can grow

and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

(Please Print signature and add contact Information; i.e., phone number or email address.)



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The

Intent of the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1

Humboldt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless

assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7,

providing a free lifeline to those who call regardless of age, Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six

Northern California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Orovllle evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24

hours with emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can

switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive

access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get

the most current information that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and

other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our

community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital Information they are

calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-

emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a

seat in the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and Is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-

1 California. Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation,

large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding

for 2-1-1. It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that It can grow

and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

(Please Print signature and add contact Information; i.e., phone number or email address.)



March 21,2017 f

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, P6&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they alt work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

1 am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

int signature: \

nation Phone or email: « r

Please Print

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2^1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2irs who assisted with the Orovllle evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current Information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, P6&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

1 am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

it is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:
" ■■ "WU UUiA/i



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

tXJ

Please Print signature: "gtetioO

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and Is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email: pj
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:s a valuable public safety service.

In 201f ̂ 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

Califorhia Zll's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with emergency

and nc n-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-Is throughout California can switch their calls so that any

available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of resources for

that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is shared with

2-1-1 ffom public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most

whom fere a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These connections are

import mt to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community members can speak to

an age

2-1-1 H

Please

Verlfic

^t 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

umboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

callsalter a disaster. The work they do Is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact to

be ablj to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency Services

after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to make sure

that w ? have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

am si :ning this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a V aluable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You AH do to

keep oljr community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Print signature:' feih /Mer^dh
ition Contact Information Phone or email:
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Dear Board of Supervisors,

iting to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which s a valuable public safety service.

In 201(, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medic< I travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

Califor lia 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with emergency

and no i-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so that any

availab ie 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of resources for

that ca

2-1-1f

whom

import jnt to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community members can speak to

an age

2-1-1 H umboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact to

be abl( to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency Services

after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to make sure

that w I have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.
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ler's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is shared with

om public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most

are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These connections are

l^p to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

ning this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure 1 funding for 2-1-1.

aluable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

le needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

jr community/home safe.

Print signature:

Verific ition Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Bpard of Supervisors,

am wMting to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Mdasure is to enhance and maintain public,safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which s a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medic<

lifeline

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

Califorhia Zll's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with emergency

and nc^-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so that any

availak le 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of resources for

that ca ler's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is shared with

2-1-1 ffom public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most

whombre a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These connections are
. f.

import mt to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community members can speak to''

an age
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I travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household "status.

it 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about. ! ■ '*

umboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls af ;er a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact to

be abl4 to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency Sen/ices

after aldisaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to make sure

that w^ have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

ning this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-i-i:

aluable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

le needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do fb '

jr community/home safe. " '

Sincerely, ^

Print signature:

ation Contact Information Phone or email:



March|21, 2017

Dear Bjoard of Supervisors^
I

I am w -iting to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Me qsure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which |s a valuable public safety service.

In 201^, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medic^ travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

iifeline|to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

During)times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with emergency

and nop-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so that any

availafc e 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of resources for

that ca ler's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current information that is shared with

2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most

whombre a part of VOAD {Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These connections are

import 3nt to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community members can speak to

an age

2-1-1 h

It lAjl to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

umboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
i

calls af era disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact to

be abl( to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency Services

after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to make sure

that wi I have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am si; [ning this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a V aluable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet t le needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep 0 jr community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please!l>r«/signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:
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Dear Bbard of Supervisors,

iting to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medlcj

lifeline

During

an age

2-1-1 h

I am si

s a valuable public safety service.

I travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

itimes of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with emergency

and nc n-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so that any

availat e 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of resources for

that crier's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current information that Is shared with

2-1-1 ffom public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most

whom bre a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These connections are

importpnt to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community members can speak to

It 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

umboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls ai ;er a disaster. The work they do Is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact to

be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency Services

after ajdisaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to make sure

that w I have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

It Is a \ aluable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to

meett

keep o

Sincen

Please

ning this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-i.

le needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

jr community/home safe.

ly,

0
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March

Dear Bjaard of Supervisors,

I am whting to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 201( 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medic<

lifeline

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

Califorhia 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with emergency

and no i-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so that any

availahje 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of resources for

that crier's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is shared with

2-1-1 f om public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most

whom fere a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These connections are

import mt to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community members can speak to

an age

2-1-11-
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I travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

It 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

umboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls af era disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact to

be abli to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency Services

after ajdisaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to make sure

that w ! have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

am si :ning this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a V aluable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep ojir community/home safe.

Sincen Iw-s

Please Print Signature:

ition Contact Information Phone or email: j^)^, 1 / Q 5?'/'^ C_OY^
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March 21,2017

Dear B ?ard of Supervisors,

I am w iting to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Me asure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which s a valuable public safety service.

In 20i4, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medict

lifeline

During

Califor

travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

lia 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with emergency

and nc n-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so that any

avallab

that ca

2-1-1f

whom

I am si

meet t

e 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of resources for

ler's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that Is shared with

om public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most

are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These connections are

import mt to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community members can speak to

an ageht 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-11- umboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls af er a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact to

be abl( to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency Services

after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to make sure

that wi! have the best plan In place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

ning this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a V aluable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

ie needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to '

keep 0 jr comnfvpnity/home safe.

Since ly.

Please Flint sign^ttfre:

Veriflc ition Contact information Phone or email:



March 21, 2017

Dear Bjoard of Supervisors,

I am wf^iting to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

in 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travei. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.
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imes of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

)ia 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with emergency

-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so that any

e 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of resources for

's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is shared with

om public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmentai agencies, most

are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These connections are

nt to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community members can speak to

ht 2AJ7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact to

be abl4 to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency Services

after a|disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to make sure

that w^ have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am si :nlng this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-i.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep ojjr community/home safe.

ly,

Please
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Verific
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ation Contact Information Phone or email:
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Dear B sard of Supervisors,
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the Me asure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,
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iting to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

s a valuable public safety service.

In 20H2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medicj I travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

Caiiforhia Zll's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with emergency

and ndn-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so that any

availatje 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of resources for

that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is shared with

2-1-1 ffom public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most

whom fere a partof VOAD {Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These connections are

import ant to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community members can speak to

an age
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calls ai er a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact to

be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency Services

after aldisaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to make sure

that w ! have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.
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it 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

umboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

ning this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a \ aluable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to

^e needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

jr community/home safe.
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April 19,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

1 am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1 -1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The
Intent of the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1
Humboldt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active In Disaster] and which Is a valuable public safety
service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless
assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate
24/7, providing a free lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six
Northern California 2-1-1s who assisted with the Orovllle evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24

hours with emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-1s throughout California can
switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive
access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get
the most current Information that Is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and
other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders.
These connections are important to making sure that 9-1 -1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that
our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital Information they are
calling about.

2-1 -1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-
emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community
has a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concems and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt
has a seat In the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and Is chair of VOAD, along with being a
member of 2-1-1 California. Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle
any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding
for 2-1 -1. It Is a valuable sen/Ice to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that It can
grow and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration
and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Salena Kahle

1580 Victor Blvd.

Manila, CA 95521



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboidt in Measure Z funding for fiscai year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboidt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroviiie Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboidt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Orovllle evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that Is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboidt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

i am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboidt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You Ail do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

[
Please Print signature; ^ i ^:

r- < /"Vv-

Verification Contact Information Phone or email: ^



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Orovllle evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD {Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

-dtijyi t^Lcrpk
Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:
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March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&Eand other governmental andinon-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and Is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincereh

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: ^

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current Information that Is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and Is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

it is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

PleasiTPrlnt signature: ,

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:
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March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

1 am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking,callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

1 am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure 2 funding for 2-1-1.

it is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current Information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part ofVOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: g ^ ^

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The

intent of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which align with the work of 2-1-1

Humboldt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless

assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7,

providing a free lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six

Northern California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24

hours with emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can

switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive

access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get

the most current Information that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and

other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that our

community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are

calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking caliers to contact for those non-

emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has

a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a

seat in the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-

1 California. Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation,

large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding

for 2-1-1. It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can grow

and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

(Please Print signature and add contact information; i.e., phone number or email address.)

-oan
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March 27,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

Redwood Empire Public Television, Inc.

PC Box 13, Eureka, CA 95502-0013

(707)445-0813

pbsnc.org

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for

fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety

services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD, which is a valuable

public safety service.

As you may know, 2-1-1 Humboldt and OES are critical components of PBS North

Coast's plan to super serve our region. Communication during an emergency is so

important and with this partnership we have a trifecta.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered

everything from Homeless assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000

community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free lifeline to those

who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1

Humboldt was one of six Northern California 211's who assisted with the Oroville

evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with emergency and non-

emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their

calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and

receive access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are

answered immediately and get the most current information that is shared with 2-1-1

from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non

governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active

in Disaster) or first responders. These connections are important to making sure that 911

is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community members can speak to an

agent 24/7 to get the most current and vital information they need.



2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to

contact for those non-emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in

making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact to be able to reach

out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of

Emergency Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of

2-1-1 California, together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan in place

to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000

request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1. It is a critical service to Humboldt County that

we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to meet the needs of

all residents before, during and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the

work You All do to keep our community and homes safe.

Sincerely,

Larry R. Ciecalone

Executive Director/CEO

PBS North Coast

lciecalone@pbsnc.org



March 24,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Orovllle evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD {Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: Sam Morrison

Verification Contact Information Phone or email: 786-9284



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a'disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and Is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Nancy Keleher

Please Print signature: Nancy Keleher

Verification Contact Information Phone or email: pebbles4@sonlc.net



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of ail residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

1 am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, P6&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: ) \ ̂  \ \
VjocS^\

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of
ths.Measure is to enhance and maintain pubiic safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,
which is a valuable pu blic safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to
medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovilie Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern
California 211's who assisted with the Orovilie evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with
emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-l-ls throughout California can switch their calls so
that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of
resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is
shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&Eand other governmental and non-governmental
agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These
connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community
members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact
to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to
make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the 557,000 request for Measure 2 funding for 2-1-1.
It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to
meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to
keep our community/home safe.

Please Printsignature: ' ^

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:

(^(n\
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March 21,2017

bear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Zfunding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of
the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,
which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
llfeiine to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroviile Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

Califomfa 211's who assisted with the Orovllle evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with
emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2.1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so
that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of
resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is
shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental
agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These
connections are Important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls.and our community
members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact
to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to
make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.
It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to
meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to
keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email;
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March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of
the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,
which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to
medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-l-ls throughout California can switch their calls so
that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of
resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current Information that is
shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental
agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community
members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact
to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and is Chair of yOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to
make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.
It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to
meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely, ^

Pleas^^frlnt signature:

Verification Contact Informatlpn Phone or email:
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March 21, 2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-lrl Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Honneliess assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital in making sure thatafter a disaster-our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency

Servicesafter a disaster and Is Chair of VOAD along with being a membercf 2-1-1 California, together they all work to
make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we heed to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: 0 U)

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:
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March 21, 2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religioner household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current Information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD [Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and Is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our commuwty/ho rne safe.

Sin rely

nt sig ur

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:
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March 21, 2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of sbt Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current information that Is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach cut to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency "

Services after a disaster and Is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that It can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Printsignature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:
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March 21,2017

bear Board of Supervisors,

lam writing to urgeyou to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances ilke this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current information that Is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

memberscan speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure 2 funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature;

Verification Contact Infornnatlon Phone or email:
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March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors/

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt tn Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of
the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,
which is a valuable public safety service.

in 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from^ Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who call regardless of age, Income, religion or household status.

During limes of emergency; such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern
California 211's who assisted with the Orovlile evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so
that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of
resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is
shared with 2-M from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental
agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency caifs and our community
members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vita! information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact
to he able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to
make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade. '

1 am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.
It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to
meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to
keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:
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March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovilie Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Orovilie evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: ̂ /
Verification Contact Information Phone or emait:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely

Please Pfjnt stsnature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:
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March 21, 2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: / ^ J \
/-VT»vcTV'k^ Jenit'a

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:

^ yaho^ •,
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March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboidt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of
the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboidt and VOAD,
which Is a valuable public safety service.

in 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to
medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroviile Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboidt was one of six Northern
California 211's who assisted with the Oroviile evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with
emergency and non-emergency questions, in instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so
that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of
resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is
shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental
agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These
connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community
members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboidt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact
to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to
make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

i am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.
It is a valuable service to Humboidt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to
meet the needs of ail residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You Ail do to
keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:^^^ Pk-\ \ \ p
Verification Contact Information Phone or email:

noi



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humbo

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety s€

which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local resic

dt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent'of

rvices, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

ences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, rellg

California 21Vs who assisted with the Oroville evacuatio

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances

on or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovilie Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

1. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

ike this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so
that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are ans

shared with Iz-l-l from public works, OES, Red Cross, DH
wered Immediately and get the most current information that is

■IS, P6&E and other governmental and non-governmental
agencies, mc st whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These
connections are important to making sure that 911 is not| flooded with non-emergency calls and our community
members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making s ure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact
to be able to reach out to for answers about their concer is and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to
make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.
It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to
meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration andThe work You All do to
keep our community/home safe.

cere

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:
(iMrcTfAMfr



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

1 am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email: ! t , ^ ^



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, P6&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

.  f . 1
rv^

Please Print signature: /

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:
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March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboidt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of
the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboidt and VOAD,
which is a valuable public safety service.

in 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to
med,cal travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovilie Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboidt was one of six Northern
California 211's who assisted with the Oroviile evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with
emergency and non-emergency questions, in instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls.
that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of
resources for that cailefs location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is
Shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, P6&E and other governmental and non-governmental
agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These
connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community
members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboidt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact
to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to
make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1
It is a valuable service to Humboidt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to'
meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You Ail do to
keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email: ~ •5~-3 ̂



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to inciude 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of
the Measure is to enhance and maintain pubiic safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,
which IS a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 caiis from iocai residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to
medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who cail regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern
Caiifornia 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 caiis in the first 24 hours with
emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their caiis so
that any availabie 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive caiis from any location and receive access to the database of
resources for that caiier's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is
shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental
agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These
connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community
members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboidt is where iocai governmental representatives wiil be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do is vitai in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact
to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD aiong with being a member of 2-1-1 Caiifornia, together they all work to
make sure that we have the best plan in piace to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to piease consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.
It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to
meet the needs of ali residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You Aii do to
keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

6otbjO cp
Please Print signature:

V  S>ishop
Verification Contact Information Phone or email:
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March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humbo

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety se

which is a valuable public safety service.

dt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

rvices, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to
medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community relources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, rellg on or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern
California 211 s who assisted with the Orovllle evacuatio

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances

1. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

ike this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so
that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of
resources for that caller's location. This way calls are ans

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, pH
vered immediately and get the most current information that is

^S, P6&E and other governmental and non-governmental
agencies, mc st whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These
connections are important to making sure that 911 is not; flooded with non-emergency calls and our community
members cai i speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representat ves will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact
to be able to reach out to for answers about their concer is and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, togetherthey all work to
make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle iny situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to pleas: consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.
it is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to
meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to
keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: j

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

)

Dear Board of Supervisors, ,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humbojdt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of
the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,
which is a valuable public safety service.

in 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to
medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern
California 211's who assisted with the Orovilie evacuatic

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances

1. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

Ike this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so
that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of
resources for that caller's location. This way calls are ans vered immediately and get the most current information that is
shared with !-l-l from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental
agencies, mc st whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These
connections are important to making sure that 911 is noli flooded with non-emergency calls and our community
members cai i speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representat ves will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact
to be able to reach out to for answers about their concer ns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to
make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle iny situation large or small, natural or manmade.

i

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to pleasi consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.
It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to
meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to
keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature^

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017 !

Dear Board of Supervisor,
i

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humbojdt in Measure 2 funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of
the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboidt and VOAD,
which is a valuable public safety service.

in 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to
medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religjon or household status.
During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroviiie Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboidt was one of six Northern
California 211's who assisted with the Oroviiie evacuatio

emergency and non-emergency questions, in instances
There were over 600 calis in the first 24 hours with

like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so
that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive ca'lls from any location and receive access to the database of
resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is
shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental
agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

are important to making sure that 911 is noi flooded with non-emergency calls and our communityconnections

members cai i speak to an agent 24/7 to the most curren'f and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboidt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact
to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerLs and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with lieing a member of 2-1-1 California, together they aii work to
make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle ̂ ny situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to pieasp consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.
It is a valuable service to Humboidt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to
meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You Aii do to
keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

-x- .Verification Contact Information Phone or email: '



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humbo

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety se

which is a valuable public safety service.

dt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

rvices, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to
medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community re: ources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, relig

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovilie

California 211 s who assisted with the Orovilie evacuatio

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances

on or household status.

)am evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

1. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

ike this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so
that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive ct lls from any location and receive access to the database of
resources for that caller's location. This way calls are ans|A/ered Immediately and get the most current Information that Is
shared with k-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental
agencies, mcist whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

are Important to making sure that 911 Is not; flooded with non-emergency calls and our communityconnections

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most curren'jt and vital Information they are calling about.
2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital In making s'ure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact
to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and Is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to
make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle Jny situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.
It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to
meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to
keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely, 1

Please Print signature: J
\  ,

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 24, 2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018.
The Intent of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of
2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active In Disaster] and which Is a valuable public safety

service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything frorn Homeless
assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate
24/7, providing a free lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six

Northern California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24

hours with emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can
switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive
access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get
the most current Information that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and
other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders.
These connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that
our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital Information they
are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those

non-emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital In making sure that after a disaster our

community has a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs.

2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat In the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and Is chair of VOAD, along
with being a member of 2-1-1 California. Together they all work to make sure that we have the best plan In
place to handle any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I arri signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z

funding for 2-1-1. It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that
it can grow and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster.

Thankyouforyour consideration and the work you all do to keep ourcommunlty/horne safe.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Franklin

Po. Box 5337

Eureka Ca 95501

707-407-9319

A22FRANKLIN@GMAiL.COM



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age. Income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over'600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current Information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure 2 funding for 2-1-1.

It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Ijoe
Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

in 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that Is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and Is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meetthe needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature:

VeriiMtion'c^act Information Phone or email:
aU I . ( I



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current Information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and Is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or smalt, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: V

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions, in instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print sipSture: {A/?S^cld^

Verification Contact Information Phone or email: COyT^



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to inciude 2-1-1 Humboidt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of
the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboidt and VOAD,
which Is a valuable public safety service.

in 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to
medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboidt was one of six Northern
California 211's who assisted with the Oroviiie evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with
emergency and non-emergency questions, in instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so
that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of
resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is
shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental
agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These
connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community
members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboidt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact
to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to
make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.
it is a valuable service to Humboidt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to
meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to
keep our community/home safe.

incerety,

Verification Contact Information Phone or emali:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure 2 funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that Is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, P68lE and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency
calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency
Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

(Yl /yisA^ t'U P
Please Print signature: pT P'iPANIXj-f /QA^ /HsAJ ^
Verification Contact Information Phone or email:

5"3 (0. ̂  xackk L'CjDi/y^



March 21, 2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Orovllle Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan In place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely, -

Please Print signature: "S

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21, 2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure 2 funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The Intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD {Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do Is vital In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

rmtsignature:^^^^Please Print

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

1 am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E arid other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Print signature:Please

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current Information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be askjng callers to contact for those non-emergency

calts.after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle^any situation large or small, natural or manmade.
•

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Amy Whitiatch

Former Director

Multiple Assistance Center

Redwood Community Action Agency

Amywhitl999@gmail.com



March 21, 2017 ^

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboidt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboidt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free
I

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboidt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way c^lls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboidt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls afte.r a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers'about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboidt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disasters Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Frank Whitlatch

Frank@humboldt.edu



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

1 am writing to urge you to vote to Include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerel

Please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:
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March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include Z-l-l Humboidt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboidt and VOAD,

which Is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources In their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboidt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls In the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In Instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered Immediately and get the most current information that Is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are Important to making sure that 911 Is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vltai lnformation they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboidt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vita! In making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all wor!< to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboidt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that It can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

%1/piAU
P ease Print slenature:

Verification contact Informat on Phone or email

<y



March 23,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

As a volunteer member of Blue Lake's Community Emergency Response Team, a volunteer

member of the Redwood Coast Tsunami Workgroup, and the volunteer coordinator of our
neighborhood's disaster preparedness group, I am very interested in maximizing our disaster-
prone county's preparedness for disasters. I was not aware of the value of our local 2-1-1
service in disasters until I saw this sample letter of support on NextDoor.com but I am now and

I wholeheartedly endorse their application for Measure Z funding as follows:

I urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018.
The intent of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with

the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is

a valuable public safety service. The request for $57,000 seems very reasonable in light of the
value of this service to the community.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from
Homeless assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their

database and operate 24/7, providing a free lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income,
religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was
one of six Northern California 2-1-ls who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were

over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances

like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent,

anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of resources
for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current
information that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other

governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first
responders. These connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-
emergency calls and that our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the
most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for
those non-emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a
disaster our community has a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about
their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt has a seat in the Office of Emergency Services after a

disasiter and is chair of VOAD, along with being a member of 2-1-1 California. Together they all
work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation, large or small,
natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for
Measure Z funding for 2-1-1. It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to



strengthen and support so that it can grow and continue to meet the needs of all residents now
and after a disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Lin Glen

PO Box 1004, Blue Lake, CA 95525



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

1 am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1 -1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The

intent of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1

Humboldt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016, 2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless

assistance to medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate

24/7, providing a free lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency, such as, the recent Oroviiie Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six

Northern Caiifomia 2-1 -1 s who assisted with the Oroviiie evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24

hours with emergency and non-emergency questions, in Instances like this, 2-1 -1 s throughout California can

switch their calls so that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive

access to the database of resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get

the most current information that is shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and

other governmental and non-governmental agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD or first responders.

These connections are important to making sure that 9-1-1 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and that

our community members can speak to an agent 24/7 to obtain the most current and vital information they are

calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-

emergency calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community

has a point of contact to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 Humboldt

has a seat in the Office of Emergency Services after a disaster and is chair of VOAD, along with being a

member of 2-1-1 California. Together they ail work to make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle

any situation, large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding

for 2-1 -1. It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support so that it can

grow and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your

consideration and the work you all do to keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Judie Snyder
snvderi1@suddeniink.net

Arcata



March 23,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-
2018. The intent of the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with
the work of 2-1 -1 Humboldt and VOAD [Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster] and which Is a
valuable public safety service.

1 am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for
Measure Z funding for 2-1 -1. It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen
and support so that it can grow and continue to meet the needs of all residents now and after a
disaster.

Thank you for your consideration and the work you all do to keep our community .safe.

Sincerely,

Annette Makino

PO Box 4335

Arcata, OA 95518
f7Q7^ 362-6644



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year'2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 2irs who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current Information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active In Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

r.llex.
Please Print signature: (/ /

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt In Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure Is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital Information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat In the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

ncereiy;

please Print signature:

Verification Contact Information Phone or email:



March 21,2017

Dear Board of Supervisors,

1 am writing to urge you to vote to include 2-1-1 Humboldt in Measure Z funding for fiscal year 2017-2018. The intent of

the Measure is to enhance and maintain public safety services, which aligns with the work of 2-1-1 Humboldt and VOAD,

which is a valuable public safety service.

In 2016,2-1-1 received over 15,000 calls from local residences that covered everything from Homeless assistance to

medical travel. They maintain over 2,000 community resources in their database and operate 24/7, providing a free

lifeline to those who call regardless of age, income, religion or household status.

During times of emergency; such as, the recent Oroville Dam evacuation, 2-1-1 Humboldt was one of six Northern

California 211's who assisted with the Oroville evacuation. There were over 600 calls in the first 24 hours with

emergency and non-emergency questions. In instances like this, 2-1-ls throughout California can switch their calls so

that any available 2-1-1 agent, anywhere, may receive calls from any location and receive access to the database of

resources for that caller's location. This way calls are answered immediately and get the most current information that is

shared with 2-1-1 from public works, OES, Red Cross, DHHS, PG&E and other governmental and non-governmental

agencies, most whom are a part of VOAD (Volunteer Organization Active in Disaster) or first responders. These

connections are important to making sure that 911 is not flooded with non-emergency calls and our community

members can speak to an agent 24/7 to the most current and vital information they are calling about.

2-1-1 Humboldt Is where local governmental representatives will be asking callers to contact for those non-emergency

calls after a disaster. The work they do is vital in making sure that after a disaster our community has a point of contact

to be able to reach out to for answers about their concerns and needs. 2-1-1 has a seat in the Office of Emergency

Services after a disaster and is Chair of VOAD along with being a member of 2-1-1 California, together they all work to

make sure that we have the best plan in place to handle any situation large or small, natural or manmade.

I am signing this letter of support and asking you to please consider the $57,000 request for Measure Z funding for 2-1-1.

It Is a valuable service to Humboldt County that we need to strengthen and support, so that it can grow and continue to

meet the needs of all residents now and after a disaster. Thank you for your consideration and the work You All do to

keep our community/home safe.

Sincerely,

Please Print signature: ^ ^ ̂

Verification Contact information Phone or email:


